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ABSTRACT
We introduce a large-scale dataset of the complete texts of free/open
source software (FOSS) license variants. To assemble it we have
collected from the Software Heritage archive—the largest publicly
available archive of FOSS source code with accompanying development history—all versions of files whose names are commonly
used to convey licensing terms to software users and developers.
The dataset consists of 6.5 million unique license files that can be
used to conduct empirical studies on open source licensing, training
of automated license classifiers, natural language processing (NLP)
analyses of legal texts, as well as historical and phylogenetic studies
on FOSS licensing.
Additional metadata about shipped license files are also provided,
making the dataset ready to use in various contexts; they include:
file length measures, detected MIME type, detected SPDX license
(using ScanCode), example origin (e.g., GitHub repository), oldest
public commit in which the license appeared.
The dataset is released as open data as an archive file containing
all deduplicated license files, plus several portable CSV files for
metadata, referencing files via cryptographic checksums.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Free/Open Source Software (FOSS) is ubiquitous in modern IT solutions [30]. Its liberal licensing terms allow everyone, including
industry players, to reuse, build open, and extend it, subject to
conditions that vary from license to license [13, 25].
Many different software licenses exist and are used in public
code. Some of those licenses are labeled as proper “open source” by
the Open Source Initiative, others (with a significant overlap) as
“free software” by the Free Software Foundation, others are neither
“open” nor “free” but are applied to software components distributed
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in source code form (e.g., via GitHub or GitLab) and need to be dealt
with when reusing those components. The ecosystem of licensing
terms is so varied that industry standards like SPDX emerged to
normalize license naming and identifiers [29].
Proper management of such an increasingly complex software
supply chain [12] requires being able to deal with license combinations, their potential incompatibility [9], and auditing increasingly
large code bases, ideally in an automated way [23].
These real-world needs have motivated over the years several
empirical software engineering (ESE) studies on the evolution of
open source licensing [4, 15, 32], on the emergence of open source license variants and exceptions [16, 33], as well as the development of
industry-strength tools to automatically detect and classify (FOSS)
licenses [10, 16, 21].
Contributions and use cases. We introduce a large-scale dataset
of license files collected from more than 150 million public software
origins including public Git repositories (from GitHub and GitLab),
FOSS distributions (e.g., Debian), and package manager repositories
(e.g., PyPI, NPM). The dataset is comprised of two parts:
(1) the content of 6 482 295 deduplicated license files (or license
blobs in the following) retrieved from Software Heritage,
the largest public archive of software source code,1 carrying
filenames that are commonly used by developers to distribute licensing terms to software recipients (e.g., COPYING,
LICENSE, etc.; see section 2 for details);
(2) mined metadata about license files: length measures, detected MIME type, contained FOSS license detected using
ScanCode [18], example origin, oldest and total number of
public commits in which the license file appears.
The dataset serves use cases such as: (a) large-scale analyses of
open source licensing, including license popularity, variants, and
phylogenetics (how FOSS licenses evolve and mutate); (b) training
supervised and unsupervised machine learning classifiers for FOSS
licenses, which remains an open industry challenge with most stateof-the-art classifiers still relying on manually-tuned heuristics; (c)
natural language processing (NLP) analyses and modeling of legal
corpora in the semantic domain of software licensing.
Data availability. The dataset [34] is released as open data, together with a replication package to recreate it from scratch. It
is available for download from Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.6379164 as a tar archive containing unique license blobs
(deduplicated based on SHA1 checksums) in a sharded directory
structure, together with a set of portable CSV files for derived
metadata, cross-referenced to license blobs via SHA1 checksums.
The dataset has been around informally2 since 2019 and recently
refreshed for the 2021 release documented in this paper. It has
1 https://archive.softwareheritage.org,

accessed 2022-01-26

2 https://annex.softwareheritage.org/public/dataset/license-blobs/, accessed 2020-03-23
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Figure 1: Dataset construction pipeline.

already been used to conduct research internships in computer
forensics (applying TLSH hashing [20] to measure license distances)
and is currently being used to conduct a large-scale study in open
source license phylogenetics.
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METHODOLOGY AND REPRODUCIBILITY

Figure 1 depicts the methodology used to assemble the dataset.
License files gathering. The first step consists in selecting all file
blobs archived by Software Heritage and associated to filenames
that are likely to contain license texts. To that end we used the Software Heritage graph dataset [24] hosted on Amazon Athena (version 20210323) to retrieve the SWHID and SHA1 identifiers of all file
blobs associated to file names matching the SQL regular expression:
^([a-z0-9._-]+\.)?(copying|licen(c|s)(e|ing)|notice
|copyright|disclaimer|authors)(\.[a-z0-9\._-]+)?$
(the complete SQL query is available as part of the dataset replication package, under the replication/ directory).
This predicate is quite lax and will end up including files that
contain data other than license texts. This was done on purpose,
because while it is trivial to filter dataset blobs based on filenames
using fileinfo metadata (see Section 3), it is cumbersome to extend
the dataset downstream to add all blobs of interest.
We then retrieved all selected blobs from the Software Heritage
archive [7] and archived them in a single tar file. (This step was
conducted in collaboration with the Software Heritage team, but
can be independently reproduced using any archive copy or mirror.)
Metadata mining. All collected blobs have then been mined to
gather various types of metadata (see Figure 2, discussed in Section 3). The code we used for mining is available as part of the
dataset replication package.
To detect file MIME types and character encodings, we invoked
libmagic [31] on each blob via the python-magic Python bindings.
For files with MIME type starting with text/ and UTF-8 encoding
(or textual files in the following for brevity) we computed line and

word counts using custom Python code; for all files we computed
file sizes in bytes.
The likely licenses contained in each blobs have been detected
by running the ScanCode toolkit [18] using its Python API. We
run ScanCode with no minimum score threshold—meaning that all
detected licenses will be returned, no matter the tool confidence in
the result—and with a timeout of 2 minutes (per blob).
Finally, we used the compressed in-memory graph representation [3] of the Software Heritage archive to origins and earliest
metadata. For origins we used the /randomwalk API endpoint3 to
traverse the transposed Merkle DAG of the archive and navigate
from each blob to a random origin referencing it. ≈12% blobs could
not be mapped to an origin this way and lack origin metadata in
the dataset.
For earliest commit information we used ad-hoc Java code to
navigate the transposed graph from each blob to all commits referencing it, which were counted as the number of occurrences of the
blob in the archive. Then we selected the commit with the oldest
timestamp among them and extracted its identifier and Unix time.
≈11% blobs could not be mapped to an earliest commit this way
and lack earliest metadata in the dataset.

3

DATA MODEL

License files. All 6 482 295 license blobs are shipped in a single tar
archive file (blobs.tar.zst) compressed with Zstandard [5] and
weighting 14 GiB. Contained files are organized in a 2-level-deep
sharded directory structure based on the SHA1 checksum of each
file, e.g., blobs/02/52/0252d93ad297ec183a567ee813ab8c8d61ece655
for a random file in the archive. Note hence that license files are
fully deduplicated in the dataset based on SHA1 checksums: each
different license blob will appear exactly once in the archive.
The dataset also includes blobs-sample20k.tar.zst, a smaller
archive containing “only” 20 000 randomly selected license files. It
can be used to conduct trial experiments on a small dataset before
attacking the entire corpus.
Metadata. License file metadata are provided as a set of textual
CSV [27] files, compressed with Zstandard. Each of them corresponds to a table in the relational model shown in Figure 2. They
can be used as is or trivially imported into an actual database management system. Metadata can be cross-referenced to the actual
license files (in blobs.tar.zst) using SHA1 checksums as keys.
Each table captures the metadata described below.
blobs (CSV file: license-blobs.csv.zst) is the master index
of all license files (or “blobs”) in the dataset. The first column is
the Software Heritage persistent identifier (SWHID) [6] of a blob,
e.g., swh:1:cnt:94a9ed024d3859793618152ea559a168bbcbb5e2 for a popular
variant of the GPL version 3 text; the second the SHA1 checksum of
the file. filename is the local name given to this license variant in a
given context (e.g., one or more commits in a public Git repository).
This variant of the GPL text is found with 604 different names, including "COPYING", "LICENSE.GPL3", and "a2ps.license". Note
that both swhid and sha1 are used by other tables as foreign key
targets and that there is no unique primary key in blobs, due to
multiple filenames associated to each license file.
3 https://docs.softwareheritage.org/devel/swh-graph/api.html#get--graph-

randomwalk--src--dst, accessed 2021-01-25
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Table 1: Top-10 words in the license corpus by frequency.
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Figure 2: Relational data model for license blob metadata.

fileinfo (blobs-fileinfo.csv.zst) provides basic information about license files, cross-referencing them to blobs via the
sha1 column. mime_type and encoding are respectively the file
MIME type and character encoding, as detected by libmagic [31].
size is the file size in bytes; for textual files, line_count and
word_count report file sizes in lines and (blank-separated) words,
respectively.
scancode (blobs-scancode.csv.zst) reports about the license(s)
contained in a given file, as detected by the ScanCode toolkit [18, 21].
Multiple licenses can be detected within a single file, due to either
multiple license texts being included or to different confidence levels in the answer reported by ScanCode. For each license file (sha1
column), license reports the license via the associated industrystandard SPDX [8, 29] identifier (e.g., "GPL-3.0-only") and score
its confidence level as a float in the [0, 100] range (100 being maximum confidence).
origins (blobs-origins.csv.zst) contains information about
where license blobs were found, i.e., which “projects” have distributed them in the past. As each unique license blob can be distributed by tens of million repositories, only a single example of
an origin is given for each license blob via the url field of this
table. Obtaining from Software Heritage a list of all the projects
known to ship a given license blob is possible [26], but out of
scope for this dataset. For example, the aforementioned variant of
the GPL-3 text was found (among others) in the Git repository at
https://github.com/pombreda/Artemis.
earliest (blobs-earliest.csv.zst) provides historical and
popularity information. earliest_swhid gives the SWHID of the
oldest known public commit that contained the license file, e.g.,
swh:1:rev:088313246501c78ae9d7f08e46aaea45855c5c7e for a variant of the
MIT license that includes a Russian copyright notice; timestamp

Frequency
60 539 515
47 336 592
41 946 018
28 240 621
23 706 422

Word
without
gplv2
including
nasl
notice

Frequency
22 323 420
21 486 437
20 824 553
20 746 863
19 279 466

is the commit timestamp as Unix time. Referenced commit can
be then looked up using the Software Heritage Web UI,4 API, or
filesystem [1]. occurrences reports the total number of commits
known by Software Heritage as containing the license file; it can
be used as a (rough) measure of file popularity.

4

USING LICENSE (META)DATA

We give below some examples of dataset usage, by conducting
preliminary analyses of the license corpus and associated metadata.
Any preliminary analysis of a large textual corpus starts by
looking at word frequencies. So let’s do that. Iterating on all license
blobs to tokenize, case-normalize, and count words is left as an
exercise for the reader. Assuming a CSV file with ⟨word, frequency⟩
columns is produced at the end, the following Python snippet using
Pandas [17] and NLTK [2] will extract the top 100 words in the
corpus by frequencies, after removal of English stopwords and
single-character tokens.
words = pd . read_csv ( " blobs - wordfreqs . csv " ) \
. sort_values ( by = " frequency " , ascending = False )
stop_words = stopwords . words ( ' english ') + \
list ( string . digits ) + list ( string . ascii_lowercase )
interesting_words = words [~ words [ " word " )
interesting_words . nlargest (100 , columns = " frequency " )

Table 1 provides an excerpt of the results, which correspond to
meaningful terms in the semantic domain of open source licensing.
How about non textual license files? We can analyze the top
detected MIME types using included fileinfo metadata:
fileinfo = pd . read_csv ( " blobs - fileinfo . csv " )
fileinfo [ " mime_type " ]. value_counts ()

We omit the results for brevity, but they show that 84% of the corpus blobs are text/plain and 98% text/ of some kind (including
HTML, XML, and LaTeX). Other interesting (small) classes are rich
text formats like RTF as well image files, including PDFs. We have
manually verified that at least some of these are actually used to
distribute licensing terms; the rest is a small amount of noisy data.
Let’s now look at the top open source licenses detected in the corpus files. They are trivial to analyze using the ScanCode metadata
included in the dataset:
scancode = pd . read_csv ( " blobs - scancode . csv " )
scancode [ " license " ]. value_counts (). nlargest (10)
4 e.g., said

Russian MIT variant can be browsed at https://archive.softwareheritage.org/
swh:1:rev:088313246501c78ae9d7f08e46aaea45855c5c7e. Accessed 2021-01-25
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Figure 3: Top licenses in the corpus, as detected by ScanCode.

Note that this is very crude, we are counting all licenses no matter
the associated score; at the same time it is easy to verify (e.g., looking
at scancode["score"].describe()) that the average accuracy is very
high, with an average of 93 and a 99% percentile of 100. More
accurate analyses, e.g., of only the licenses detected with score 100
would be trivial to conduct.
Results in Figure 3 show that MIT is the most popular open
source license variant in the corpus, followed by 3-clause BSD, and
Apache 2. Considering that we are counting license variants here,
MIT at the top makes intuitive sense, because its text also includes
a copyright notice which needs to be instantiated by individual
authors. Note that this is not a measure of license popularity, but
interested researchers can obtain insights about that by joining
these results with origin and earliest metadata from the dataset.

5

LIMITATIONS

Internal validity. Datasets built from large amounts of real-world
data tend to be noisy and contain bogus data (non-license files,
in this case). Rather than thoroughly trying to clean up license
blobs incurring the risk of false negatives, we have decided to
augment them with extra metadata that enable researcher to filter
data downstream. We have already observed in Section 2 how to
restrict the filename pattern if so desired. Similarly, researchers can
filter on MIME types (e.g., if only interested in textual files) or on
length metrics (e.g., only keep oneliner files to focus on copyright
notices or machine-readable SPDX tags). Study-specific filtering
is also best left to dataset users and we provide several types of
metadata to support it.
The main inconsistency in the dataset come from the incompleteness of origin and earliest metadata, which are missing for
11–12% of the dataset blobs. This is due to a version misalignment
between the Software Heritage archive and the compressed graph
we used for mining these metadata; it could be fixed in the future
when a fresher version will become available. Also, due to the ease
of forging Git timestamps, some earliest commit metadata are bogus
having timestamps set to the UNIX epoch. Both metadata coverage
(which remains very high) and timestamp quality can be improved
by cross-referencing license blobs to external data sources thanks
to the persistent identifiers used in the dataset as keys.

Construct validity. There is no guarantee that all license blobs in
the dataset contain license texts considered open/free by OSI/FSF
(hence the parentheses around “(open source)” in this paper title),
only that they come from public code. If relying on ScanCode as
ground truth is acceptable, scancode metadata in the dataset can
be used for filtering. Otherwise the free/open determination will
need to be done independently by dataset users.
Due to selecting license files by filename, license notices that only
appear within source files are underrepresented in the dataset. This
applies to, e.g., both the recommended GPL notice “This program
is free software [. . . ] under the terms of the GNU General Public
License [. . . ]” and SPDX tags [29] like “SPDX-License-Identifier:
GPL-3.0-or-later” when they are included only as comments at the
beginning of source files. As the dataset is meant to enable studying
license texts, rather than notices, this is an acceptable limitation.
Also, notices are included in the dataset when also shipped under
license-related filenames. Thoroughly extracting license notices
from Software Heritage and including them in the dataset is left as
future work.
External validity. By its own nature the dataset provides an incomplete snapshot of reality; as such we do not claim full generality/representativeness of all existing license variants. The reality is
a moving target, with new license variants constantly released as
public code. The archive we started from is not full-encompassing
either. Still, to the best of our knowledge, this is to date the largest,
publicly available dataset of (open source) license variants. We plan
to mitigate this risk by periodically making available new dataset
releases, as we have done up to now.

6

RELATED WORK

The Software Heritage (SWH) graph dataset [24], which we used
to select license blobs, is a large dataset underpinning the SWH
archive. It stores information analogous to those captured by version control systems (VCS), minus actual file contents. It can be used
in conjunction with the dataset presented here, joining information
via SWH identifiers.
World of Code [14] is a large dataset and analysis infrastructure,
available to researchers to mine public code. It is larger than our
initial data source and can be used in conjunction with this dataset
to find additional origins/occurrences of licenses blobs of interest.
Our dataset is smaller, can be self-hosted, and comes with several
relevant metadata precomputed (e.g., ScanCode results).
GHTorrent [11] is a dataset of archived GitHub REST API events.
It contains information about public GitHub projects, but as of
today does not include the license that GitHub detected as the main
license of a given project. (Nor license texts, as source code is out
of scope for GHTorrent.)
ScanCode LicenseDB [19] is a public database by the ScanCode
authors listing all the licenses they have encountered in the wild
during the constant tuning of their detection heuristics. It includes
1879 different canonical license texts which are used as comparison
reference, but does not provide all variants of them as we do with
this dataset; nor it provides associated metadata. Both the Open
Source Initiative and the SPDX project maintain analogous public
databases [22, 28] covering the canonical texts of, respectively, OSIapproved and SPDX-named licenses, for about ≈500 texts in total.

A Large-scale Dataset of (Open Source) License Text Variants

In summary, this dataset appears to be unique in nature and size,
filling an unattended niche. It can also be used in synergy with
preexisting datasets about FOSS and public code.

7

CONCLUSION

We have introduced a large-scale dataset of open source license
texts. It consists of 6.5 million unique files archived from public code
and carrying a name related to software licensing terms. Derived
metadata—about file lengths, types, detected open source license in
them, and their provenance—are also included in the dataset and
trivial to cross-reference with the text corpus.
Future extensions. As future work we intend, on the one hand,
to keep the dataset current with the constant evolution of archived
public code, gathering license texts from additional data sources.
On the other hand we will explore adding to the metadata precomputed text representations of the entire corpus that are commonly
needed for natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning analyses, such as word embeddings, latent semantic indexes,
and other vectorial text representations.
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